South Wales Aboriginal reserves (popularly called missions) as they were thirty years ago." (Shoemaker 132) . While in many of Aboriginal writers' drama, subalterns are made to speak in their native language and Aboriginal music and traditions are revived, Merritt's drama lacks revival of such traditions and strikingly in some scenes the subalterns are either dumbfounded or dead. Such a choice of language seems to be contributing to the techniques he uses in his play. To investigate such issues, this research adopts European and Aboriginal postcolonial key terms like "colonial negotiations," "hybridity," "figurative emasculation," and "humor."
THE COLONIAL NEGOTIATION
Like other genres in Black Australian literature, Aboriginal plays explore such features of Aboriginality as endurance, pride, protest, poetry, sorrow, anger and humour in their dramatized stories. Aboriginality is indispensible with postcolonial struggles. It is the legacy of traditional Black Australian culture. It indicates movement towards the future while preserving the pride and poise of the past. It is counter-cultural in European terms: a response to the oppression of White Australian society. This may result in an Aboriginal self-image which has the latent power of being highly recalcitrant and against the law. Robert Merritt talked about this alternative way of searching for identity in the following sentences:
It suits society's purpose to give government mandates to build filthy institutions that keep Aborigines in prison. If you want an identity today … if you're sick you'll get a band-aid, and you're an Aborigine -and everyone knows about ya. And if you're a drunk, or if you're a crook, you'll get a two-bob lawyer that's been out of law school for five years. You've got an identity. If you want to be a normal person there's no incentive in life whatsoever for ya … To break the law now -it's a substitute initiation. (Qtd. in Shoemaker 232) Therefore, Aboriginality is both an inheritance from Black Australian past and a direct, sometimes vehement response to the Black Australian present. Such anti-colonial stance is easily visible in the structure of Merritt's The Cake Man. Temporally, the play depicts both the past and the present and its stress on Black Australian history is a vital constituent of the conception of Aboriginality. In the first scene of the play, readers are confronted with the process of colonization inflicted on an Aboriginal family, consisting of a man, a woman, and their son. In the stage direction, Merritt depicts how serenity governs in their surrounding: "Earth, water, sky: nature at ease." The three Aboriginal characters hunt, play, and laugh and finally "All three embrace. They sit contentedly together, requiring no more" (5). But, by the entrance of colonial agents, this serenity is shattered. "Staring in alarm" (5), the Aboriginal family sees a priest, a soldier, and a civilian approaching them. This confrontation is something that is elaborated all through the first act. Such a situation is what makes Homi Bhabha's ideas different from Edward Said's. Bhabha contends that Said's analysis of the colonial encounter is unidirectional: it only sees colonial authority as taking place from the colonizer to the colonized. Said's contention also puts forward that the identities of colonizer and colonized are fixed and unchanging. Bhabha believes that colonial discourse is in fact conflictual, ambivalent, and full of contradictions. The Contradictory psychic relationships between the colonizer and colonizedmoving, for Bhabha, between fear and desire for the Otherprecludes any fixed, unchanging identities for the colonizer and the colonized. The connection between the two is one of negotiation and transaction, and not a unidirectional will to power as Said suggests (Nayar 27 The civilian acts as a second person after the priest who tries to further the colonial mission through negotiations. Like the priest, the civilian makes an attempt to attract the Aboriginal family through "his pretties." By offering things "in a coaxing way," he proves himself to be against unidirectional strategies. But, again due to the resistance of the colonized, the colonial negotiation fails. As their last option, the colonial agents are compelled to have recourse to force, a fact that makes the priest express his regret:
PRIEST: Alas! I have failed. CIVILIAN: Don't blame yourself, now. SOLDIER: Aren't the two of us here, Father, both witnesses to your patience? PRIEST: Bless you, bless you both. (7) What is obvious in these lines is the religious justification of the colonial agents. We can easily notice how the priest uses religious discourse when the negotiation fails and how has to use it in his recourse to unidirectional strategy. The religious discourse in the play has always been an indispensible target in Aboriginal postcolonial literature. Anticolonial writers like Merritt believe that Christianity did not bring them the peace it claimed. Moreover, as Wheeler points out, they argue that "The imposition of a foreign religious system on Indigenous people is meant to destabilize their cultural bonds and shake the trust in their identity and culture" (131). This idea was best encapsulated in a poem by Oodgeroo Noonuccal, the national Aboriginal poet, entitled The Dispossessed:
Peace was yours, Australian man, with tribal laws you made, Till white colonials stole your peace with rape and murder raid; 
) Priest's assertion, "let me try again," and the stage direction, "Wheedling" again indicate the priority of negotiation in the play. This is supported by the fact that whenever a force (or unidirectional strategy) is to be applied by the soldier, its permission should be given by the priest as the symbol of negotiation, like this extract when the soldier says "Leave it to me, Father." The colonial negotiation becomes more manifest, when after believing that the woman and the boy don't understand him, the priest expresses his inner dialogue:
PRIEST: [Shaking his head, smiling sadly] Oh, you poor savage devils, you don't understand, do you? (9) The priest's inner dialogue shows that his "wheedling" is not out of compassion; rather it is solely for the sake of negotiation. At last, after many arguments of force and negotiations among the three colonial agents, the Aboriginal family consents to go with them. This happens when the woman takes the Bible offered by the priest:
PRIEST: There, take it and keep it always. Keep it, and from it learn wisdom, and faith, and love.
[Together with the SOLDIER, he starts to shepherd the WOMAN and the BOY off the stage.] Come... don't be frightened. Put your trust in us. we're going to make you our own. (11) The colonizing statement "we're going to make you our own" does not, however, become true of the Aboriginal man, who is left on the stage. After that they exit, "the Man opens his eyes and gets groggily on his feet", symbolically signifying his anticolonial mission, as well as the endurance of the Aboriginal entity and culture. .. about me, I ain't never stuck up no white man, and I ain't done not one thing in my whole life is brave. All my life, all I ever done was to be a jacky-boy. (34) William's concern with his son, Pumpkinhead, may signify the playwright's concern with future generations of Australian children. William is afraid that since he is a bad model for his son, and since he himself is not a true follower of Aboriginal heroes, it may negatively affect his son, or future Aboriginal generations. All through the play, William's revival of Aboriginal culture and regret for inaction is concomitant with a rejection of colonial hegemony. While confiding the audience at the end of the first act, Sweet William decries against the Christian hegemony in his society, which is utterly foreign to him:
SWEAT WILLIAM AS A TYPICAL ABORIGINE
Rube, my missus, she's always thankin' Christ for everythin'… anythin'… nothin'. Her an' that fuckin' book.
[With a laugh] She heard me say that, I'd be in strife. Christian she is, my old lady, a mission Chrishyun, the worst kind. (12) The woman he calls Rube is in fact his wife who in the second act has found a name, since, as stage direction satirically puts it, she is "now civilized" (18). As Sweet William's foil, Rube has become a Christian subject and like the priest plays the role of a missionary. This ideological conflict between the wife and husband is a prominent feature throughout the play. As its postcolonial politics, The Cake Man is deliberately anti-missionary and, thus, against forced conversion. To Merritt's understanding, the Church has bolstered the efforts of government to remove all the authority of Aboriginal men: together the two have, in figurative But, Rube, there ain't nothin' now I know to do. Just hopeless, and no price I can pay because there ain't no price I've got to give that anyone wants. I've got nothing they want! William's comment is a vitally historical one. It is Ruby in the role of the wife and mother that literally holds the family together -not her husband. Her greater strength of purpose is as a result of her religious devotion; Christianity is a crucial support or consolation. But, according to Merritt, this analysis is wrong, for he believes that the Bible commands her to be passive -to receive God's lot obediently -and this ensures that she will never forsake the mission system. Merritt feels very powerfully that Christianity has been: the most destructive force that has ever hit the Aboriginal people. And, to be quite truthful -I mean it's sad to say this -… I think that if religion has enabled them to survive for 200 years they probably would have been better off … being killed, wiped out, annihilated … You can't even say it's Christian charity; it's a sick interpretation of a sad political philosophy. (qtd. in Shoemaker 135) As the play shows, Merritt's criticism of religious colonization is dramatized in Sweet William's life. On the other hand, the play the problems of a family whose father resists colonial hegemony and whose mother embraces. Considering the extravagantly religious obedience of Ruby and William's idea of going to Sydney as a salvation, Shoemaker calls The Cake Man a play built upon often "bitter illusions" (Goetzfridt 282) . While Ruby's religious commitment does give her the power to keep her family together in spite of the despondence and near-alcoholism of her husband, it also commands her to receive the will of God without question. These dialogues demonstrate the extent of Ruby's subservience to a religion which is at the service of a colonial power. Ruby has become so affected by colonialism and so biased that she has lost her power of reasoning. Commenting on this aspect of Ruby, John Newfong's states that "she is only strong because she believes more devoutly in her own fantasy. So whether you call that strength or an illusion of strength, I don't know. Sweet William at least believes in his own potential. And Ruby, because of her Christian beliefs, undermines his beliefs in himself because she doesn't dare believe in herself" (qtd. The dilemma between the couple runs through the play. In spite of all these, Sweet William also lives his life in a fantasy world. As his attempt to break with his marginalized situation, he manages to assure himself and, importantly, his son Pumpkinhead, that his chief decisive action of moving to Sydney will be the salvation of the family:
Rube, I'll just go down to that Sydney, I'm gonna be lucky and get a job and find somewhere that's gonna be ours, and soon buy a big red house like Pumpkinhead wants and clothes and a 'lectric iron for you, 'lectric light, too, and plenty of tucker for the kids that we could buy out of my good job I'll get. I can work, Rube, you know I can. Job, that's all it needs. (32-33) This vision is a significant one: not only is it uttered in Western, materialistic terms (which shows the degree of Sweet William's hybridity) but Merritt makes it clear that the character has no opportunity to fulfill his dream. As a result of no mistake of his own, William is arrested because he is standing near a pub door when the police come to suppress a brawl. According to Brian Syron, who has directed and acted in a number of productions of The Cake Man, what is important is not the arrest of the father but the instilling of hope and pride in the son. In his view, the key is Sweet William's decision to try and break out of the institutionalised degradation of the mission system: "The sons of the father will be perceptive even if the father is not" (qtd. in Shoemaker 259).
Pumpkinhead is to be the expectation and the tool of change for the future. Newfong adds that Sweet William's success was not just a secondhand one, but principally consisted in his action to break with what he terms the "black matriarchy", which embedded by colonialism had resulted in his helplessness. As he puts it:
When one society is dominated by another society and the dominating matrix of society is male-dominated, the men of the dominated society will be emasculated. And it's almost a subconscious thing, you see. You notice that in The Cake Man the mission superintendent and Inspector … defer to Ruby -this is to further undermine William's standing, simply by not addressing themselves to him. And this is what is always done. (qtd. in Shoemaker 260) While it is true for him to maintain the way in which sexism can strengthen racism, his suggestion that the only actual Black Australian spokespeople are males is challenged by the accomplishments of several Aboriginal women. It is questionable that the actual causes of the fragile self-image of Aboriginal men like Sweet William are that he has been deterred as a father from providing for his wife and children by unemployment, the institutional prejudice of Aboriginal reserve managers and the bias of White Australians.
HYBRIDITY AND CULTURAL NEGOTIATION
As expounded in the second chapter, Bhabha in his The Location of Culture emphasizes that cultures are hybrid, simply referring to "the mixedness, or even 'impurity' of cultures -so long as we don't imagine that any culture is really pure" (Huddart 6 ). This term refers to an original mixedness within every form of identity. Concerning cultural identities, "hybridity refers to the fact that cultures are not discreet phenomena; instead, they are always in contact with one another, and this contact leads to cultural mixed-ness" (Huddart 7). Considering this aspect of his culture, Sweet William expresses his regret for the loss of his true identity in his soliloquy at the end of the first act when his family and the colonizers exit: it is difficult to disentangle them, this mission will be impossible. In fact, by highlighting some aspects of their Aboriginality, these authors look for an opportunity to call for "justice and land rights, challenge racist stereotypes, dismantle exclusionary models of national identity, and correct biased historical narratives of progress and peaceful settlement" (Webby 29) . Surprisingly, this opportunity is provided by hybridity. According to Runions, "Bhabha envisions hybridity as a step toward freedom, using the very disavowal that hold discrimination in place and that does not allow for the full play of cultural difference. Hybridity can be used to reread and reorder dominant discourses, allowing for subaltern voices suppressed in the stifling of difference" (95).
In Merritt's The Cake Man, hybridity in Ruby's neighborhood allows his son to enter a dialogue with his white playmates, whom he calls "gubba". In his interaction with "gubba kids", Pumpkinhead realizes that the myth of the Cake Man is something fabricated:
PUMPKINHEAD The information Pumpkinhead gets through the hybrid society enrages Ruby, the colonial agent at home, and this proves how hybridity is advantageous for the colonized people and how is disadvantageous for the colonizer. Surprisingly, Pumpkinhead's information comes from the children of white people who have implemented such ideologies in Australia. This information, which is finally revealed to be fictitious, has changed into a myth throughout the play. Since power-knowledge in Australian society has buttressed the white's beliefs, Pumpkinhead takes gubba kids' expressions for granted:
RUBY: Gubba kids! How they know, them kids? PUMPKINHEAD: No Father Christmas, they know that. They knows, 'cos they's gubba. That Ralphie knows. RUBY: I ask you how? Gubba kid just a kid, same as you are and Collie and Noelie. PUMPKINHEAD: Ralphie knows. He said you buy toys from the shop and when mothers got no money ain't no Santa gonna come to no Kuri kids. RUBY: Oh! PUMPKINHEAD: An' I seen the money name tickets on all the toys too, I have, and me and Rubby ain' got no toys, so that's why no Father Christmas. only got birriks I can see. (23) In this extract, hybridity results in a disclosure of a truth hidden by colonial discourse. In fact, the dialogue shows another fictitious story among Aboriginal people. Pumpkinhead points to the fact that Santa never comes for poor children in his neighborhood, a point supported by Ralphie who has revealed to Pumpkinhead "the money name tickets on all the toys" (23). This disclosure occurs as a result of the colonizer and the colonized coming together. In other words, all these revelations, according to Bhabha, owe to the "third space" which appears as a result of hybridity (Huddart 85) .
Another figure who contributes to the "third space" in the play is Uncle Foley. Uncle Foley never appears onstage and he is mostly remembered by Sweet William. He is a character who acts as a source of Aboriginal inspiration for William:
MAN: Well, Uncle Foley can tell you them Dreamtime stories. Oh, gahd, jeezus, he knows how everythin' started off once. (14) All through the play, the dreamtime is abundantly mentioned by William. In fact, this mentioning is an anticolonial strategy applied by William. The Dreamtime is the idealized or fictionalized conceptions of Australian mythology (Knudsen 5). This theme is frequently referred by Aboriginal authors in Australian literature since its conceptions act as a resistance to colonial discourses. In a scene, Ruby, who has become a colonial agent, shows how Dreamtime is neglected in favor of Christianity:
RUBY: Long time ago, when Dreamtimes ending, Jesus, he sent the Cake Man over the sea to find the Kuri children. And he come... (21) As a person affected by colonial subjugation, Ruby regards Dreamtime as a finished culture. In addition, like colonial discourse, Ruby replaces Dreamtime with Christian stories. Thus, since Ruby and Uncle Foley are representatives of these two conflicting discourses, Ruby shows her detestation of Uncle Foley and asks her son to avoid him. This may better indicate Ruby's stance as a colonial agent:
RUBY: Uncle Foley! That liar ol' man! [Softening] Oh, now don' you listen to no gubba kids or no silly old men.
[Reassuring] Your Ruby tellin' you there sure is a Cake Man. Jus' gotta find the feller. (23) In this dialogue, like colonial negotiations, Ruby tries to make use of negotiation as a strategy to calm her son and to gain his favor. This claim is supported by the use of the words "Softening", "Reassuring", and "Your Ruby" in the play. In another attempt to stand against Aboriginal discourse, Ruby again states her hatred of Uncle Foley between the lines when talking with Sweet William:
WILLIAM: I been all over the bloody mission, haven' I, tryin' to get a draw, an' I'm plain buggered. The attitude of Ruby as a colonial agent towards Uncle Foley is an instance of a process called "Otherization". "Otherization" is a loosely reductive process that attributes an imagined superior identity to the Self and an imagined inferior identity to the Other. According to Kumaravadivelu, "There is general tendency among individuals and communities to portray themselves as having an identity that is desirable and developed while presenting the identity of people who are racially, ethnically, or linguistically different as undesirable and deficient" (16). In an attempt to react to this process, some of Aboriginal writers asked for an equitable unification of blacks with whites. This attitude is expressed in the most direct way by Oodgeroo Noonuccal, the Aboriginal national poet:
We want hope, not racialism, In Merritt's The Cake Man, this policy is also applied. When it is revealed that the thief of the civilian's coals was Pumpkinhead and when the civilian sees the Aboriginal family's household, he sympathizes with the family and returns with a big cake to compensate for his charge. In other words, Merritt's play urges white people to see how Aborigines live their lives and sympathize with them.
HUMOR AS AN ABORIGINAL POSTCOLONIAL STRATEGY
A survey of the Aboriginal plays written so far shows that nearly all of them depict scenes of privation, gloom, poverty, discrimination and even death, but none of them is unre-lievedly serious in tone. Humour mitigates the seriousness of these plays and at the same time increases their impact; it releases them from any threat of being repressive in tone (Goetzfridt 282 the hammer on the thumb, the slip on banana peel, the sudden loss of dignity -all these 'reversals', the basis of a universal class of humour, evoke much the same responses among the Aborigines as among Europeans.
(Stanner 270) But, as Stanner states, there is an additional class of humor which appears to be particular to Aboriginal people. Though it is challenging to delineate in precisely, Black Australians have specified some of its features:
The humour of western culture, because western culture is competitive, is itself competitive … You'll find that amongst traditional Aboriginal people … 'put down' humour is not seen as all that funny. [They have] the humour that is often one of endearment, often one of familiarity … it equates people with other people, people with animals and what have you … you'll find that even in urban situations Aboriginal people can recognise somebody way down the street by the way they walk. Because they know people's walks and mannerisms. And those things are more noticed by, and more remembered by, Aborigines than they are by white people. (qtd. in Shoemaker 234)
The humor found in Black Australian drama originates from the conducts and particular abilities of Aborigines, particularly those of mime and impersonation. Jack Davis has given a brilliant instance of these capacities in the marginal situation, and has revealed how they can appear in Black Australian drama:
You see, we've always been acting. Aboriginal people are the greatest actors in the world … We've acted up before magistrates, we've acted up before the police, we've acted up before social workers; we've always done our own mime … Like the man who burns his feet and he doesn't even know his feet are alight. The same point is also emphasized by Robert Merritt when asked about the humor in his play The Cake Man: "Well, there's humour in the people … no one's looked at it before … it's beautiful" (Shoemaker 235).
While the idiosyncratic Aboriginal predisposition to humor is evident in present-day black theatre, its origins are in the tribal/traditional scope. Stanner pointed out this issue among the traditional and semi-traditional Aborigines with whom he subsisted and worked for many years. He recounts the response of an old man, one of the last existing members of his tribe, to his question, "In a few years you will all be dead; there will be no blackfellows left; but you laugh about it. Why do you laugh? I see nothing amusing":
He would not be drawn for some time. We had touched the depths. To shoot a caught fish tied up to the bank by a string. Jarawak saw that the tale spread. The blacks never forgot it. To this day, half a lifetime later, they still laugh. When I go fishing with them, someone is sure to say in an innocent tone, 'You got plenty bullet?' (Stanner 271) The humour Stanner refers to still is at work and is given expression in Black Australian drama, including The Cake Man. Like other Aboriginal plays, The Cake Man is a play with topical issues of Aboriginality. It advances various socio-political questions which draw upon Aboriginal male/female interactions, activism, and the Black Australian self-image. Many facets of Aboriginality are raised in Merritt's play: dejection, family intimacy, the hazard of alcohol and the preservation of pride -or at least the potential to be proud. The possibility for a constantly cynical atmosphere is adroitly offset by the playwright by way of the use of humor. The humor of Robert Merritt is less impetuous and explicit than some of his fellow Australian playwrights, but it is derivative of similar sources: it is principally the humor of "sacrilege", of the bottle and of sexual suggestion (Goetzfridt 282) . Sweet William frequently targets organised religion:
What's that bit again? 'For y'travel over land and sea to make one convert … an' when ya finished with 'im, why, that feller's twice as fit for hell as you are y'self' (12-13). The twofold implications existing in Merritt's humorous dialogue have usually been eagerly welcomes by Black and White Australians alike. As an instance, Sweet William's lamentation, "I been stewin' all my life. Ain't made me no better, Rube" is replied by his wife with a smile as "You al-ways tasted good to me" (32) -a statement which illustrates the delicate and kind sense of humor in the play. Also in Merritt's play, the colloquial speech abounds in both adults and children's speeches. Merritt's gentle humour is very successful, as when Ruby reproaches his son for being credulous enough to believe in "birriks" (or indiscernible spirit devils). In reply, Pumpkinhead states:
Me and Collie and Noelie seen 'em. Two of 'em, all dressed in black down the church and we were scairt and we run all the way to the mission and we told Uncle Foley and he said they was so! He said they holy birriks and he knows' cos he's wise! (23). Aboriginality, as represented in Merritt's play, is tantamount to the detection of pleasure in the midst of much agony. As the playwright states, "I was on a suicidal trip of trying to find beauty where beauty is not expected to be found" (qtd. in Shoemaker 244). The playwright does succeed in his aim, for the Black Australian family relationship he depicts is both poignant and convincing. In brief, Merritt urges the European audience to try to see and appreciate the Aboriginality which The Cake Man exhibits (Shoemaker 245).
In Merritt's play, humor is at its zenith at the close of the play. While the audience expects to see what is to happen to Sweet William in Sydney, he is arrested because he is standing near a pub door where the police arrive to quell a brawl:
POLICEMAN: Right you, get your arse in that wagon. WILLIAM: Who, me? Oh, no boss, I'm down from the bush. POLICEMAN: Don't you bloody well answer me back! (57) William is taken away as ridiculously and absurdly as possible, while the music "There's a Happy Land Somewhere" is heard. This music was once again played in the play when the priest was persuading Ruby to convert to Christianity. By playing it at the time of William's ludicrous arrest, the play highlights the injustice of white men towards black community.
CONCLUSUION
In the end, it should be noted that as a historical work, The Cake Man is full of pointed observations of black/white interracial context in Australia. The play evidently applies postcolonial strategies of negotiations, hybridity, and humor to communicate Aboriginal collective anguish. Yet, the play ignores some of Aboriginal dramatic conventions and moves towards European traditions to make the play accessible to both European and non-European spectators. The prominent feature of Merritt is that he is not interested in applying the Aboriginal linguistic convention to express an understanding of the Aboriginal past. For instance, in the first scene of the work which is explicitly historical the playwright resorts to caricature -in his symbolic typecasting of the colonial agents Priest, Soldier and Civilian and the colonized figures the Aboriginal Man, Woman, and Child -to caricature rather awkwardly the joined powers of "God and Gun." In this scene, the Aboriginal characters are either speechless or dead and there is no Aboriginal speech of any kind. The music is also not native but is, as a substitute, a re-working of Western music such as "There's A Happy Land Somewhere." In fact, the opening scene is mostly white in speech, content, and plot. Merritt's strategy of devoting the main part of the work to two soliloquies of Sweet William is also one taken from the Western tradition. In his play, Merritt has deftly assumed the practices of Western theatrical conventions. This means that the playwright seems to be an integrationist who propagate a blance between black and white ideals. Such an integrationism is also proved by Sweet William's attempts to work in Sydney and his occasional confessions about the loss of true Aboriginal identity.
